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Managing near-urban forests is a challenge because

people living nearby care about these places and often

express their concerns. The near-urban forest

situation alerts us that there is a need for an

approach to land use planning and management which

deals with the multiplicity of values expressed by the

urban population. In the area of recreation, the

Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) is a planning and

management framework which focuses on the experiences

people seek from recreation and how settings can be

managed for a variety of opportunities to fulfill the

values of a diverse population.



The ROS framework was used to develop classes of

recreation opportunity which could be provided on

McDonald Forest, a near-urban forest managed by the

Oregon State University College of Forestry. As a

university research forest with a mandate to provide

research and education opportunities, a profitab]e

timber producing forest and a 7000 acre natural area

near a growing urban population, McDonald Forest seemed

an appropriate place to study the application of the

ROS.

To develop a plan for managing recreation on

McDonald Forest, information was gathered on behaviors,

preferences, needs and perceptions relating to outdoor

recreation. Current recreationists, Corvallis

community households and forest neighbors (those living

along the forest boundaries) were surveyed. An

inventory of the resource relative to information about

behavior and preferences was used to develop six

recreation opportunity classes specific to McDonald

Forest. McDonald Forest was analyzed to determine the

existing and potential allocation of recreation

opportunities. Finally, a plan for managing recreation

was developed which outlines the allocation of the six

recreation opportunity classes and describes setting

indicators and criteria for each class.



Using the information on the culture of the people

and the kind of place, the ROS framework was used to

develop a recreation plan which is responsive to

recreationists' desires and forest management

objectives. The results of this study indicate that

the ROS clearly fits the challenges of near-urban

forest management where neighbors and nearby community

residents see the forest as a special place and express

a multiplicity of values about the forest.
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MCDONALD FOREST: A CASE STUDY IN THE USE OF THE

RECREATION OPPORTUNITY SPECTRUM PLANNING FRAMEWORK IN A

NEAR-URBAN FOREST

INTRODUCTION

Much is being said about the challenges in

managing near-urban forests, especially in relation to

changing social values. Not only is there concern over

encroaching urban development along the urban/forest

interface, but discussion is ensuing over how the

wildiand resources should be used. Near-urban wildland

areas are valued for their natural beauty, timber,

hunting and wildlife viewing opportunities, watershed

benefits, provision of wildlife habitats, assorted

recreation opportunities and scientific and educational

benefits. Opinions differ on how areas can be managed

to optimize among the benefits these resources offer

(Healy 1984, Bradley 1984). As the values of America's

forests are redefined by a growing urban contingency,

there is an urgent need for conceptual resource

planning frameworks which focus on integrated multiple

resource management.



One planning framework that is useful in the

context of multiple use resource management is the

Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS). The ROS is a

process used by several public agencies, including the

USDA Forest Service and the USD1 Bureau of Land

Management (BLM) to inventory, plan and manage

recreation resources. The ROS framework allows

managers to make decisions based on knowledge of how

management actions may impact the recreation setting

and, in turn, affect the probable experiences people

will realize when recreating in a setting.

As a realitively new way of looking at recreation

on wildiands, the ROS has been criticized and there

have been some difficulties in operationalizing the

framework. Many of the criticisms and difficulties

stem from standardized processes adopted by federal

agencies to implement the ROS and in misunderstandings

(or a basic lack of knowledge) concerning the rationale

underlying the system. The ROS, however, has proven to

be a useful tool and the McDonald Forest case study

discussed in this paper is an example of how the ROS

can be used to successfully plan and manage public use

in a near-urban forest which is under increasing

pressure to be managed for multiple use objectives.
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McDonald Forest is a good site on which to

demonstrate application of the ROS because of its

proximity to an urban, growing population. McDonald

Forest is an area undergoing a change in management

reflecting the desires and demands of the urban

population, and it is a forest whpse management is

focused on university research and education. As a

resource managed by the Oregon State University College

of Forestry for education and research, timber harvest

and associated activities have dominated forest uses

and management efforts since the forest was acquired by

the College. More recently, the forest has been

recognized for the amenity values it provides for the

community. The forest lies along the urban/wildiand

fringe of Corvallis, Oregon providing a visual backdrop

for the mid-Willamette Valley and a backyard playground

for the community.

As a university research forest with a mandate to

provide research and education opportunities, a

profitable timber producing forest and a 7000 acre

natural area near a growing urban population, McDonald

Forest seemed an appropriate place to study the

application of the ROS.
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THE RECREATION OPPORTUNITY SPECTRUM

The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) is a

planning and management framework that is designed to

encourage the provision of diverse recreation

opportunities. Studies in outdoor recreation over the

past three decades have taken a close look at

recreationists - their preferences, needs, desires,

motives and expectations. General conclusions from

these studies are that: (1) the ultimate products of

recreation are experiences (psychological outcomes),

(2) individual tastes in outdoor recreation are

diverse, (3) individuals seek a variety of experiences,

and (4) different settings can facilitate different

experiences (Manning 1985).

This recreation research generally employed a

behavioral definition of recreation that moved beyond

the conventional view of recreation as an activity to

view recreation as an experience (Driver and Tocher

1970). One underlying idea was that quality outdoor

recreation could be achieved by providing a variety of

recreation opportunities (Wagar 1966). If a range of

opportunities are available, users can find those that

meet their expectations and increase the probability of

realizing satisfying experiences. Here, quality is



defined as the degree to which recreation opportunities

meet the needs of those who seek them (Wagar 1966,

Clark and Stankey 1979).

The ROS framework was developed in the late 1970s

to meet the needs of land management planning and it

ws designed to fit the following guidelines: (1)

build on existing systems, (2) have intuitive appeal to

managers and provide useful results, (3) be both simple

and inexpensive to implement, (4) fit with land

planning and management process, (5) give consistent

results, (6) be easily interpreted to the public, (7)

provide a means to inventory and assess recreation

opportunities in various landscapes and jurisdictions,

and (8) be based on tested behavioral science theories

related to recreation choices. Useful elements of

existing planning systems and these guidelines were

used to produce the ROS system (Brown et al 1979).

Within the Recreation Opportuntity Spectrum,

recreation opportunities have three components:

settings, activities and experiences. Settings are the

biophysical, social and managerial environments in

which activities take place. Activities are the

behaviors in which people engage. Experiences are the

totality of psychological outcomes realized by
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individuals who engage in recreation activities in the

recreation setting. Recreation providers manage

settings and information about them. These settings

often dictate what types of activities occur and

influence the probability of realizing specific

experiences. Experiences are a primary product of

recreation, yet experiences are often considered

inchoate or too nebulous to manage directly (Tuan

1977). This is why the goal of the recreation manager

often is to provide outdoor recreation opportunities

through the management of settings and information

about them.

The ROS planning system defines classes of

recreation opportunity which can be inventoried and

assessed. Each class is defined based on a combination

of activity, setting and experience opportunities. The

most commonly used set of recreation opportunity

classes ranges along a continuum from primitive, with

an emphasis on the natural environment and solitude, to

modern/urban, with a highly constructed and socially

interactive environment (Stankey et al 1986).

In the development of recreation opportunity

classes, the indicators and standards for them reflect

the type of recreation opportunity being provided.
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Some of the setting indicators commonly chosen to

characterize ROS classes are: type of access,

remoteness, size of the area, evidence of humans, user

density and management presence. Standards for the

indicators for each type of opportunity are specified

to distinguish one opportunity from another. Standards

specify the appropriate level or conditions for each

indicator.

ROS indicators and their standards can be used to

inventory existing opportunities. They also are used

to identify lands capable of providing different

opportunities. A third area where they are used is to

monitor and evaluate change. Changes in the conditions

of indicators may result in a shift in ROS class along

the spectrum. Management prescriptions are specified

to change the opportunities provided through

manipulation of the setting. Finally, indicators and

their standards are used to communicate with

recreationists in terms that are easily understood.

Communication is an important part of the ROS

planning and management framework. Understanding the

interactions between users and the environment is

important in recreation planning and management.

Direct participation in the planning process and



consumer surveys are ways to solicit information from

current and potential users. Another important type of

communication necessary to make the ROS operational is

providing information to users and potential users

about what is available, linking users desires with

recreational opportunities. Users need accurate

information about recreation settings so that they may

choose settings which are likely to meet their

expectations, and recreation settings which meet or

exceed expectations are important contributors to

satisfying experiences.

Agency Institutionalization of the ROS

The ROS is not a new idea. Concepts from which

the ROS was developed have been in the literature for

over 40 years (Brown et al 1978 ). Development and

application of the ROS system, however, has occurred

within recent years (Brown et al 1978, Clark and

Stankey 1979). In 1980, the USDA Forest Service

adopted the ROS in response to the need for a

comprehensive planning approach for recreation which

complimented other aspects of integrated resource

management and the land management planning program

(Buist and Hoots 1982). The USD1 Bureau of Land
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Management (BLM) also adopted the ROS planning

framework in the early 1980s. In 1986 the Forest

Service adopted the ROS as one of two related planning

frameworks to be used in National Wild and Scenic River

Planning (USDA Forest Service Manual Title 2300,

section 2354). Although both the Forest Service and

BLM have mandated the ROS as the recreation planning

framework to be used by the agencies, the

administrative directive is only as good as the

understanding and acceptance it has among the field

staff (Stankey et al 1986).

Workshops, task forces, users guides and agency

manuals have been used to achieve understanding and

acceptance of the ROS among field staff, with mixed

results. The ROS framework was simplified to translate

it from a theoretical concept to a procedure which

could be applied in the field by people who "might not

have the specialized training necessary to understand

the basic tenets of the system" (Driver et al 1987).

Finding a balance between the needs of those using the

ROS in the field and those of the research community

has been arduous. The ROS is a state of the art

approach to making decisions concerning complex

resource management issues (Clark 1982). As the
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framework is put into operation, the process is being

refined.

Highlights and Criticisms of the ROS

As in the application of any "state of the art"

system, the ROS is experiencing growing pains as the

theory is being put into practice. Forest Service

publications highlight the many positive aspects of the

ROS framework . A few articles in the recreation

literature discuss potential "pitfalls" of the ROS

(Clark 1982, Manning 1985, Kaplan and Kaplan 1989).

Most of the pitfalls have been encountered as attempts

are made to apply the process.

Highlights

One of the most important features of the ROS is

that it provides planners and managers with a framework

for thinking about recreation. It employs a behavioral

definition of recreation and broadens management focus

well beyond providing facilities and activities. It

can aid in identifying the kinds of settings provided

and how these relate to the resource and to human

experiences. It deals with the nature of the users and

how recreation and other resource management activities

10



might affect the kinds of recreation opportunities

provided (Driver et al 1987). The ROS process is

helpful in identifying potential conflicts among

activities and experiences, as well as highlighting the

potential for complimentary recreation opportunities.

Benefits of this framework for thinking are

achieved through the ROS planning process which

consists of: 1) defining the agency assumptions and

objectives for recreation planning and management, 2)

researching existing activities, experiences and

settings provided on the site; 3) conducting demand

analysis for recreation, 4) completing resource

inventories and suitability analyses, 5) analyzing the

potential recreation opportunities which can be

provided (capability analysis) and, finally, 6)

evaluating and making decisions on where and how

different recreation opportunities will be provided.

The ROS is useful in the inventory and evaluation

of recreation opportunities. By providing objective

measures of setting conditions (physical, social and

managerial) the ROS allows recreation managers to

examine what is currently available and how well

management actions have accomplished organizational

objectives. The standardized recreation opportunity
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classes used by the Forest Service and BLN aid these

agencies in conducting baseline inventories of current

conditions on regional and national bases. Other

recreation providers, such as Oregon State Parks, are

using standardized recreation opportunity classes for

inventory and planning to aid in providing recreation

diversity on a statewide basis (SCORP). The ROS

provides the framework for assessing how adequate the

demands for recreation opportunities are being met by

various suppliers.

The ROS allows managers to gain a better

understanding of the subtle differences in demand for

similar activities, that may be composed of a range of

differences in activity styles and, often, in the

experiences sought. An example of this is found in

camping activities, which may range from backpacking to

camping in developed, convenience campgrounds designed

for recreational vehicles (RVs). The backpacker may

seek solitude, while the RV camper may enjoy camping

for the social experience of meeting other campers. By

better understanding visitor demands (i.e., beyond the

fact they want to camp) , we are better able to provide

settings which match visitor preferences and more

likely lead to satisfying experiences (USDA, Forest

Service 1982)
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Studies have found that preferences and values of

professionals such as landscape architects and natural

resource managers can vary significantly from those of

the public (Kaplan 1973). The ROS planning process

sensitizes managers and planners to personal and

organizational biases by requiring that assumptions and

judgments be made explicit and subject to the review

and comments of others. By articulating and reviewing

assumptions, objectives and judgments, biases can be

acknowledged and embraced or corrected as necessary.

One of the most appealing features of the ROS is

that through focusing on physical, social and

managerial settings, recreation can be integrated into

multiple resource management and planning processes.

This includes not only recreation planning and

management in a multiple use agency, but also the

provision of recreation in the near-urban wildland

area. The ROS can be used to help make decisions in

areas facing the challenges of providing recreation

opportunities for an expanding urban population and

sprouting residential development along the

urban/wildland fringe. The ROS can facilitate the

management of areas such as open space to provide for a

wide range of values such as visual backdrops for
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communities, wildlife habitat corridors, environmental

interpretation, travel routes for biking, walking and

jogging, and other nonconsumptive resource uses.

Finally, experience has shown that the structure

and concepts of the ROS are easily understood by the

public (USDA, Forest Service 1982). The ROS provides

the public with an insight into recreation management

decisions, organizational assumptions and an

understanding of how other landuses will affect their

favorite places and preferred activities. Though

public participation is not a specific component of the

ROS, the ROS provides a helpful, "user friendly",

structure for interacting with publics.

Criticisms

Though the basic premise of the ROS is easy to

understand, the framework is not simple to use. It

takes time and hard work to use it properly (Clark

1982). Managers looking for easy answers or quick fix

approaches to recreation management decisions will not

find the ROS appealing. In addition, regimented,

"cookbook" approaches are not successful. The

framework is flexible and relies upon professional

judgment based on research and management experience.
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Another criticism which has surfaced as agencies

such as the Forest Service implement the framework is

that the six generic ROS classes used are too rigid and

actually constrain the ability of the agency to provide

diverse opportunities. The ROS framework used by the

FS and BLM defines six classes of recreation

opportunities: Primitive, Semiprimitive Nonmotorized,

Semiprimitive Motorized, Roaded Natural, Rural and

Urban. Each class is defined according to the mix of

activity, setting and experience opportunities

available. The opportunities range along a spectrum

from a very high probability of solitude, self

reliance, challenge, and risk to a very social

experience where self reliance, challenge, and risk are

relatively unimportant (Clark and Stankey 1979). The

spectrum also ranges along a continuum from natural,

prisitine or primevil to modern, urban or paved,

referring to the amount of human modifications evident

in the setting.

An example used in this argument that the six

generic ROS classes used by the FS and BLM are too

rigid would be the case of high challenge and risk

activities which some people enjoy in settings which

have been highly modified by human activities and which

would probably be classified as Rural or Urban ROS
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classes. Another example that might be used is white

water kayaking on the Willamette River through Eugene,

Oregon. Still another example might be rock climbing

in an Urban ROS setting. All, however, are poor

examples because ROS does accomodate them.

These criticisms relating to perceived rigidity of

the six commonly used ROS classes generally display a

lack of understanding of the ROS framework. The ROS

classes lie along a linear spectrum. The six broad ROS

classes used by the BLM and FS must be broken up

further into subclasses as planning becomes more

focused, moving from the national or regional level to

the forest level, becoming more refined at the area or

project level.

Using the white water kayaking example, the area

may be inventoried in the Rural ROS class, based on the

biophysical, managerial and social setting

characteristics. Though "opportunities for wildland

challenges, risk-taking and testing of outdoor skills

are generally unimportant" in the the Rural ROS class,

specific high risk and challenge activities such as

white water kayaking and downhill skiing can occur

(USDA Forest Service 1982). In planning and managing

an area where people participate in activities to

16



realize the experiences of challenge and risk, and

where the area is managed in the Rural ROS class,

subclasses within the Rural class can be used to

continue providing this "high challenge" part of the

spectrum within the Rural class. The six commonly used

ROS classes are only limited to the planner's

understanding of the ROS framework and individual

creativity.

Related to the above example, standardized ROS

classes are useful when inventorying and assessing the

supply of recreation diversity on a macro scale (e.g.,

nations or regions). A question does arise regarding

ROS indicators which are inconsistent with other

indicators used to classify an area. Each recreation

opportunity class has a range of indicator conditions

which are acceptable. occasionally the conditions

found for one or more indicators may be outside the

range of acceptability for that ROS class.

An example of a setting inconsistency occurs

within the designated wilderness area on Cumberland

Island National Seashore, located in southeast Georgia.

On Cumberland Island the National Park Service

maintains a shell-surfaced road which transects the

wilderness area. The road, Grand Avenue, provides

17



access for private landowners and National Park Service

staff. Bratton's study on foot and vehicle traffic

patterns on Cumberland Island (1987) found that hikers

encountered approximately two vehicles per four hour

sample along Grand Avenue within the wilderness area.

The Cumberland Island Visitor Use Survey (Absher and

Bratton 1987) concluded that motorized vehicles were

the most important contributor to loss of enjoyment for

island visitors.

Though the National Park Service managers claim

they are managing the Cumberland Island Wilderness

within the intent of the Wilderness Act, the motorized

vehicle traffic on Grand Avenue and the management

presence of park rangers patrolling the area in four

wheel drive vehicles is inconsistent with the other

setting indicator conditions. Vehicle traffic and the

high level of management presence may influence the

probable experiences of wilderness users so that the

managers are providing recreation opportunities which

do not meet the expectations of the users.

The Cumberland Island Wilderness example

demonstrates how inconsistencies are a "red flag" to

alert managers that they need to be corrected to

provide the intended recreation opportunity. On

18



Cumberland Island the inconsistencies could be

corrected by closing Grand Avenue to vehicle traffic

and by providing infrequent ranger patrol via foot or

horseback. The other alternative is for park managers

to realize that because of the inconsistencies they are

not meeting the expectations of wilderness users and

are providing another type of recreation opportunity.

Forest Service publications attempt to overcome

this problem by classifying based on the majority of

indicators and identifying others as inconsistencies

(USDA, Forest Service 1982, Clark and Stankey 1979).

Others, (e.g., Brown 1989) suggest that a minimum

requirements test is best and the area should The

classified into a less restrictive class with

possibilities for class changes (through management

actions) noted.

Many of the criticisms of the ROS are related to

the struggle inherent in the tradeoffs as theoretical

concepts are translated into management guidelines

(Manning 1985). The concepts of the ROS have been

simplified in federal agency publications to make the

framework easy to use, but in practice these guidelines

may be difficult to use without an understanding of the

underlying rationale. Management guidelines and
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standards proposed in agency publications are useful

but can result in constraining the amount of diversity

provided - if they are followed like cookbook

management prescriptions.

Using the ROS

The following McDonald Forest case study is an

example of the application of the ROS framework. It is

an example of a recreation planning and management

process that reflects the goals and assumptions of the

managing agency and the desires and behaviors of users.

The following case study illustrates the flexibility of

the ROS framework and how the concepts can be applied

in a near-urban forest. This case study also is an

example of how the ROS can provide a diversity of

opportunities which are in harmony with the nature of

the place and the people who enjoy it.
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THE CASE STUDY OF MCDONALD FOREST:

AN APPLICATION OF THE ROS

Why This Case Study

Although the ROS has been used to guide regional,

national or other macro-level recreation resource

management planning by the Forest Service and the

Bureau of Land Management as part of their multiple-use

planning efforts, the need for case studies in the

application of the framework at different levels of

site and project planning and in different types of

resource management areas has been recognized (Driver

et al 1987). The initiation of the McDonald Research

Forest Recreation study and the need for a

comprehensive recreation plan were identified as an

opportunity to apply the ROS in a near-urban forest.

Using the underlying tenets from which the Forest

Service ROS guidelines were developed, this case study

outlines the process. Classes of recreation

opportunities are defined which apply to the type of

place and the nature of the users. Clearly stated

management objectives and assumptions, an assessment of

resource capability and suitability, and an analysis of

the needs, desires and expectations of the users lead

to the development of a conceptual recreation

management plan with easily understood applications.
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Existing Situation

McDonald Forest is owned and managed by the

College of Forestry at Oregon State University. The

forest is a resource for university education and

research. As such, timber harvest (vegetation

management) and associated management activities have

dominated forest uses and management efforts since the

forest was established.

Although recreation was not formally recognized as

an intended use of McDonald Forest until recently, the

public has used the forest for activities such as

hiking, hunting, nature appreciation, jogging and

bicycling. Currently recreation is invited through the

establishment of hiking trails, signs, interpretive

brochures, refuse containers, special permit hunts and

mountain bike races. This recreation study and plan

are an initial step in actively managing recreation by

establishing goals, policy and planned action.

McDonald Forest is a popular outdoor recreation

area because of its proximity to Corvallis and its

relatively undeveloped character. The gated forest
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roads, which restrict vehicle traffic, provide an all-

weather surface for travel through the forest. The

fact that the public cannot drive through the forest

makes the area more appealing to many users, not only

because of reduced conflict with motorized vehicles but

also because of the challenge of hiking/running/biking

in areas where one cannot drive.

For the residents of Corvallis, McDonald Forest

provides a scenic backdrop and a place to play. About

ninety percent of the current users live 10 miles or

less from the forest. Fifty six percent make more than

10 trips per year to McDonald Forest. Eighty percent

of the Corvallis households have visited McDonald

Forest at some time.

Hiking, nature study, mountain biking and

jogging/running are the most popular activities.

Solitude, challenge, discovery and escape from work and

home are some of the experiences people seek in

McDonald Forest. Plant diversity, wildlife, creeks and

ponds, old growth forests and views from mountain peaks

are some of the features people enjoy. Historical

resources in the forest provide public education

opportunities, for example, interpretation of Native

Americans, pioneer homesteads and the Civilian
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Conservation Corps period. Public information and

education on forest management and university research

also offer the potential for meshing forest management

objectives (research, education and timber management)

with public use and enjoyment.

A conservative estimate of public use in McDonald

Forest for 1988 is 33,000 visits. This figure includes

people entering the forest at the locked gates and

along the forest boundary. It does not include visits

by school groups, organized groups using the cabin and

lodge at Peavy Arboretum or special events such as

logging competitions and mountain bike races.

According to Marvin Rowley, the former McDonald Forest

manager and Jeff Garver, the current manager, public

use of McDonald Forest has been increasing steadily.

Mountain biking has become tremendously popular on

the forest and this popularity continues to grow.

Forest roads, trails, old skid roads and abandoned

forest roads combine to offer a honeycomb of travel

routes and diversity of treadway throughout the forest,

extending into adjacent private forest lands. Varying

terrain, wildlife, views from peaks, forest openings,

meadows and dense forest create challenging areas,

visual diversity and the opportunity for discovery.
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Population growth in Benton County, new housing

developments along and near the forest boundary, trends

in participation in outdoor recreation and new

technology in recreation equipment indicate that public

use of McDonald Forest will continue to increase over

the next 10 years.

McDonald Forest Recreation Study

The lack of available information on recreation

use of McDonald Forest and a need for a comprehensive

management plan prompted a detailed study. Data were

collected from April 1987 to January 1989 on recreation

participation, consumer demand and resource capability.

The information generated from the recreation study was

later used to develop ROS recreation opportunity

classes based on the kind of place, the nature of the

users and management assumptions. The following two

sections describe the people (recreation participation

analysis) and the place (an inventory and assessment of

the resource)
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A. The People: Participation Analysis and Consumer

Demand

The purpose of the ROS planning and management

framework is to increase the probability of providing

opportunities for desired experiences. Because

experiences are influenced by settings as well as

social, psychological and cultural factors, it is

important to understand the interaction of the people

and the environment (Rapoport 1972). Information on

shared norms, values and environmental perceptions

(sociological information) as well as an understanding

of individuals' expectations are essential in this

planning process.

Information on current and potential user behavior

and preferences was gathered using several methods.

Interviews and surveys were conducted on several

populations: current recreation users, Corvallis area

residents (potential users), educators and researchers

who use the forest, McDonald Forest staff and

administrators, local interest group representatives,

mid-Willamette Valley outdoor recreation providers and

people living adjacent to the forest.
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The objectives of the interviews and surveys were:

to generate information on issues,

opportunities and concerns relating to recreation in

McDonald Forest;

to understand the preferences of current and

potential recreation users;

to determine the amount, type and distribution

of recreational use on the forest.

The following is a summary of the populations

surveyed, objectives of the surveys, methods used and

results.

1. Interviews with Educators, Researchers,

Recreation Managers, McDonald Torest Staff and Key

Individuals

In the initial stages of the planning process key

individuals were interviewed to identify recreation

related issues, opportunities and concerns. The

results of the interviews were used to narrow the focus

of the study.

METHODS: Individuals who expressed an interest in the

subject and/or had a specific role in the management of

McDonald Forest were personally interviewed in April

and May 1987. The groups contacted were: Oregon State
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University faculty (18), McDonald Forest staff and

administration (6), interest groups and individuals

(5), regional recreation managers (8), and planners

involved in the McDonald Forest recreation study (3).

This was not a random sample and responses were not

intended to be used as accurate descriptions of

populations. Face to face interviews were conducted

and the questions were primarily open-ended.

RESULTS: Some major items gleaned from the interviews

were the following:

Many believe that there are opportunities to

provide more information to the public on McDonald

Forest.

A number of people expressed concern over the

annual deer hunt on the forest. A common statement was

"I tolerate it for the few days it occurs and avoid the

forest during those dates".

Many people interviewed said that they would

like to see more public use of McDonald Forest (but not

"too many people").

Overall, respondents stated that they think

recreation, timber harvest and research/education can

be simultaneously managed on McDonald Forest.



The potential of user conflict between hikers,

horse riders and mountain bikers in congested areas was

cited.

Proximity to Corvallis was cited as the

greatest asset of McDonald Forest.

2. Interviews with Adlacent Property Owners

People living along the McDonald Forest boundary

had specific interests, observations and concerns that

varied from the Corvallis area population. In August

and September 1987, twenty adjacent property owners

were interviewed to generate information on their

preferences, perceptions, concerns and observations

relating to recreation on the forest.

METHODS: Twenty households were randomly selected from

a list of approximately fifty residences located along

the forest boundary. Face to face interviews were

conducted at the property owners' homes. A

standardized questioning format was used. Many of the

questions were open-ended. The response rate was one

hundred percent, with no households refusing an

interview.
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percent of the households reported

ion to the forest was a very important factor

in their decision to live there.

Twenty percent of those interviewed did not

know who owned or managed McDonald Forest.

In response to a question on management of

McDonald Forest, some believed it was a park or game

refuge. Thirty percent reported that they believed the

forest was managed for education, research or timber

production.

Beauty, naturalness, and tranquility (quiet)

were cited as the major assets of the forest by this

group.

Sixty percent requested more information about

the forest.

All households used the forest for recreation

and scenic appreciation. Some households do not

venture into the forest but appreciate the view from

their property.

7) .There were no reported problems associated with

public use of the forest.
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3. Onsite Interviews with McDonald Forest Users

NInety interviews with McDonald Forest

recreatjonjsts were conducted at four major accesses.

The purpose of the interviews was to generate an

understanding of how McDonald Forest meets the

expectations of users. Questions on likes, dislikes,

suggested changes and willingness to pay were asked.

METHODS: A weighted systematic sampling technique was

used to select a sample of two hour time blocks at four

locations. Interviews and observation field notes were

collected during August and September 1987. Every

party was interviewed and there were no refusals.

Individuals were asked a standard series of questions.

In addition to the ninety interviews completed, field

notes from 140 hours of observations of recreation

behavior were collected.

RESULTS: There was a wide variety of responses.

Thirty-eight respondents out of ninety

interviewed stated that they "like the forest the way

it is". There were few proposed changes.

Ten people stated that they would like more

trails developed.

Five people would like to see the deer hunts

discontinued.
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4). All people interviewed want the roads to

remain gated and locked.

5) . Maps, signs and informational brochures were

requested.

6). The major assets of the forest identified by

these forest users were: gated roads, proximity t

Corvallis, natural beauty, and the serenity and

solitude the forest offers. -

4. Trailhead Reqistratjon Boxes: Forest Users

Recreation participation and general consumer data

were collected on the current recreationists using

voluntary tralihead registration forms located at five

major accesses. The purpose of'the trailhead

registration project was to gather data on McDonald

Forest visitors and to generate information on the

amount, type and distribution of recreational use on

the forest. The comments on the registration cards

also provided information on the experiences people

seek in McDonald Forest.

METHODS: Trailhead registration boxes were located at

five major entrances to McDonald Forest. Registration

cards were collected over a ten month period from

August 1987 to May 1988. The trailhead registration

system used was modeled after a system used by the U.S.
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Forest Service (Wenger 1964). The data were analyzed

using DBase 111+ and SAS computer software programs.

RESULTS: One thousand eight hundred and four completed

registration cards were collected. Observational

studies were used to estimate response rates.

Initially, thirty to forty percent of the

recreationists completed registration cards. At -the---

completion of the study, response rates were below

twenty percent. The drop in response rate is

attributed to the fact that many recreationists were

frequent visitors to the forest and stopped registering

each time they visited the forest.

Response rates were also considered because of the

potential bias of nonresponse. Based on observations,

horse riders tended to register less frequently than

people walking, running and biking. Another

consideration is that mountain bikers had "spread the

word" among themselves to register each time they

visited the forest. The Marys Peak Chapter of the

Sierra Club ran a small article about the study in

their newsletter, urging club members to cooperate by

registering at the stations when visiting McDonald

Forest. Therefore, horse riders likely are under-

represented in this sample and mountain bikers and
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Sierra Club visitors may be over represented in the

sample.

Some of the key findings were:

Eighty-five percent of McDonald Forest

visitors were residents of Corvallis and eighty-nine

percent lived ten miles or less from the forest.

The average length of stay was 1.9 hours.

Seventy-six percent visited the forest in

groups of one or two.

In the previous twelve months, twenty-two

percent visited the forest once, thirty-four percent

visited the forest two to ten times, thirty-four

percent visited the forest eleven to fifty times, and

ten percent made one hundred or more trips to McDonald

Forest.

Walking/hiking was the most popular activity

followed by: nature appreciation, mountain biking, and

jogging/running.

6) . Comments expressed on the cards provided

qualitative information on the experiences people seek

in McDonald Forest and the values they place on the

resource. Experiences such as solitude, tranquility,

escape, beauty and gratitude permeated the thoughts

expressed on the forms.
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5. Corvallis Area Mail Survey

From October 1988 to January 1989 a questionnaire

was administered by mail to two hundred and thirty-

eight Corvallis area households. The objectives of

this survey were (1) to estimate household

participation rates in outdoor leisure activities, (2)

to estimate familiarity with and use of McDonald Forest

and (3) to determine future demand for recreation- in-

the area.

METHODS: A systematic sampling technique (1 in K)

using the US West 1988 Telephone Directory was used to

select two hundred and thirty-eight sample households.

A sample size of two hundred (completed surveys) would

allow us to assume that the estimator is normally

distributed for estimates where the smaller of the two

binomial random variables is equal to, or greater than

twenty percent (Cochran 1977). Two hundred and thirty-

eight surveys were sent out in an attempt to get two

hundred completed surveys (so that we could assume a

normal distribution).

One mail survey and two follow up reminders were

mailed to selected households. Data were analyzed

using DBase 111+ and SAS computer software programs.
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RESULTS: One hundred and sixty-one households

completed the questionnaire (seventy-seven percent

response). Some of the key findings were the

following:

Eighty percent of the households surveyed have

visited McDonald Forest.

Walking, looking for wildlife, visiting

museums/parks/zoos, driving for pleasure and picn-ic]d-ng

are the activities people participated in most

frequently (not confined to participation in activities

in McDonald Forest).

Most of the people interviewed would like to

see more hiking trails in McDonald Forest and would use

them if they were available.

Information about the forest, picnic areas and

programs for children are other activities and

facilities requested.

B. The Place: An Inventory and Assessment of Resource

Capability

In this phase of the study , the biophysical

attributes of the forest were inventoried and analyzed.

Yi-Fu Tuan, in his book Space and Place (1977, p.6)

reported, "In the large literature on environmental

quality, relatively few works attempt to understand how

people feel about space and place, to take into account
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the different . . . experiences and interpretations of

space and place11. Tuan added that planners often move

too quickly through models and inventories of resources

without articulating and analyzing experiential data

used in making plans. Rather than following common

approaches to resource inventory and capability

studies, an effort was made in this study to analyze

the resource in terms of the opportunities and -

constraints it offers for human use and enjoyment; For

example, instead of stating that two hundred and

seventy-eight species of animal can be found in the

forest, this study identifies the wildlife people are

most likely to see and where they might see them.

People visit McDonald Forest because it is close

to home. There is very little vehicle traffic in the

forest and there are few sights and sounds of human

activity. The forest is perceived to be a "natural

settingtl where one can relax, escape, view wildlife and

seek challenges. Current users enjoy McDonald Forest

because they feel free to explore and play. This is a

forest close to town, which offers mental and physical

refreshment.

The forest is located on the eastern slopes of the

Oregon Coast Range. Most of the 7,000 acres are
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blanketed in forests. In association with Douglas fir,

grand fir and western red cedar, other tree species are

plentiful. Red alder, bigleaf maple, Pacific madrone,

Pacific yew, dogwood and chokecherry add variety to the

forest stands. In some places, the understory plants

are lush. Vanilla leaf, sword fern, snowberry, Oregon

grape and salal are some common species. In the spring

and summer wildflowers abound. -

A variety of plant communities and characteristics

of different forest stands make McDonald Forest

appealing for leisure activities. Most of the forest

is second generation (planted) Douglas-fir. In some

places, the forest is dense with trees and understory,

discouraging off-trail adventures. Trails and roads in

these areas are, essentially, corridors for travel. In

other places, usually where there is a mix of tree

sizes and species, the forest is open and attracts th&

curious to venture off the roads. Areas of large, old

trees seem particularly appealing to people moving

slowly through the forest, taking time to look and

listen. The old growth forests have great visual

diversity. Human sounds are muffled and often one can

hear the sound of trickling water or the song of a

solitary bird. The forest floor is matted with

decaying leaves and branches which create a sponge-like



cushion. Forested areas offer protection from winter

rain and wind, while providing shade in the summer.

Open fields, balds and meadows add to the visual

mosaic. Recreationists seem to welcome the changing

landscapes of meadows, mountain vistas, streamside

vegetation, big trees and creeks. People can explore

the various ecosystems. Natural meadows and old-

homesteads provide the feeling of openness, offer more

sunlight and stir the imagination of past human use and

occupation. Riparian areas and other edges where two

or more plant communities merge are popular places to

play and rest. Water, whether it is creeks, ponds,

streams or lakes is always an attraction. Cronemiller

Lake and Oak Creek are the two most popular water

attractions on the forest.

The variety of topographic features on McDonald -

Forest challenge those with physical ambitions.

Runners, hikers, mountain bikers and horse riders enjoy

the diversity in terrain. McCulloch Peak, rising 2,178

feet above sea level, is the highest peak in the forest

and a popular destination for those seeking challenge

and solitude. Dimple Hill is another vantage point on

McDonald Forest. Dimple Hill is easily accessible from

Corvallis and has been a popular recreation spot for a
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century or more. On a clear day, the great expanse of

the Willamette Valley, the mountains forming the Coast

Range to the west and the snowcapped peaks of the

Cascades are visible from the peaks of McDonald Forest.

McDonald Forest is the home of many animal

species. People visit McDonald Forest with hopes of

glimpsing a porcupine, deer, bear or bobcat. Bea-ver--

dams are a popular attraction. Though the beavers are

nocturnal and not often viewed during the day, their

work is marveled. Corvallis boasts a large population

of birdwatchers and McDonald Forest provides ample

opportunities for this activity. In addition to

birdwatching, other activities involving species

identification are popular. Plant identification,

insect collecting and berry and mushrooming picking are

becoming even more popular.

The forest was once the home of Kalapuyan Indians,

pioneers, the Civilian Conservation Corps and the state

forest nursery. Fur trappers and traders picked routes

along the slopes and fledgling foresters have learned

to cruise timber on this land. There are many hints of

the past. A clue may be the two small cabins located

above the Jackson Place homestead, a pioneer apple tree
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alone in a field, an obsidian arrowhead or a fir tree

riddled with World War II ammunition.

Research projects and timber harvest are evident

in the forest. Modifications are necessary in order to

create a managed forest environment similar to other

managed forests in the Pacific Northwest. McDonald

Forest is an outdoor laboratory for forestry researcb-

and teaching. These management priorities provide an

opportunity to interpret the role of forest research.

Timber management and recreation can be mutually

beneficial. In the case of thinning and stand renewal,

the removal of trees can open up a forest, making it

more inviting for public use. Forest management can be

used to create a diversity of landscapes which may

appeal to those traveling swiftly through the forest

covering long distances.

Eighty percent of the current forest users enter

the forest at the locked access gates. Access also

occurs through Chip Ross Park, the Timberhill

subdivision and near the Skyline West subdivision.

Many other "unofficial" trails lead from residential

property into the forest. Because there are less than

10 miles of developed trails, most of the recreation

travel occurs on the 100 miles of roads. Activities
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which involve traveling through the forest on gravel

roads are, by far, the most popular activities on the

forest.

McDonald Forest is not unique in providing a

resource based recreation area in the mid-Willamette

Valley. Within Benton County there are many areas for

people to enjoy hiking, nature study, horse riding,

picnicking, walking in forests and meadows and visiting

mountain peaks. The City of Corvallis manages several

parks which provide settings for the same activities

enjoyed in McDonald Forest. Willamette Park, Chip Ross

Park, Walnut Park and Bald Hill offer natural areas for

recreation close to Corvallis. Mary's Peak, managed by

the U.S. Forest Service, is a popular recreation

destination less than an hour's drive from Corvallis.

There are abundant outdoor recreation opportunities

along the Alsea River. The Finley Wildlife Refuge is a

great place for walking, nature study and birdwatching.

The E.E. Wilson Wildlife Refuge is popular for

berrypicking and hunting. Some private forest lands

are open to the public. Starker Forests, Inc. allows

public use by permit on their lands near Corvallis and

Ph4lomath.
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McDonald Forest is unique in some respects,

filling a special niche within the mid-Willamette

valley. It is the only university research forest in

the area with the potential to provide a showcase for

public education on forest management and university

research. The forest offers exceptional areas for

mountain biking with miles of forest roads, challenging

terrain and the freedom to explore. Motor vehicl-e

access is by permit only. Recreationists who set -

destination goals are challenged to reach places via

horseback, bicycle, or foot. As one mountain bike

enthusiast stated "it is more rewarding to ride to

places where I do not have the option of driving my

car".

McDonald Forest is unique to those who live near

it because it is perceived as part of their

neighborhood, an extended backyard. Examining the

supply of resource based recreation in Benton County,

McDonald Forest is special because of its proximity to

Corvallis, the extensive road system available for

nonmotorized recreation, challenging terrain, cultural

history, visual amenities and the potential to provide

public education.
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Development of ROS Classes

The McDonald Forest Recreation Study provided

information that was essential in the development of

recreation opportunity classes. First, basic

assumptions gleaned from discussions with McDonald

Forest managers, staff and the public were used to

guide the planning process and formulate the classes of

opportunities. The following are the assumptions use5

in this case study:

Provide recreation opportunities that are

compatible with and compliment research,

education and income priorities.

Maintain the area as people have come to know

it. Maintain it as a place to enjoy nature,

relax, find solitude, experience physical

challenge, and be with friends.

Encourage public awareness of University

education, research, timber management,

cultural history and a broad range of topics

relating to integrated forest management.

Be aware that this is a near-urban forest where

public use will continue to increase as the

local population increases, houses are built in
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areas closer to the forest, the physical and

psychological benefits of outdoor recreation

continue to be realized and the popularity of

improved recreation equipment such as mountain

bikes continues.

Second, information from the McDonald Forest

Recreation Study on the culture of the people and the-

kind of place was used to develop ROS classes. As Amos

Rapoport states in Australia as a Human Setting (1972,

p.4), "Nearly all environments are designed in the

sense that they involve human decisions and

choices. . . . In making choices certain cultural norms,

criteria and assumptions are used." This

understanding of the people and the place (and the

complex interactions between the two) is an important

underlying concept in the ROS framework. Therefore, a

series of overlay maps were sketched to look at the

spatial distribution of existing activity and

experience opportunities (see Figure 9 for map of

existing activities) so that people and place issues

could be depicted spatially.

Third, several maps were sketched to look at the

existing physical setting. Roads, trails, parking

areas, facilities, locked gates, and adjacent land uses
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were quickly sketched on overlay maps. Another overlay

map featured attractiveness characteristics such as

lakes, creeks, scenic vistas, historic structures and

wildlife veiwing areas. The purpose of the mapping

exercise was to look at land capabilities for providing

bundles of recreation opportunities. The maps did not

provide an exhaustive inventory, but did give a general

spatial overview of McDonald Forest.

Finally, setting indicators and criteria were

selected to characterize the recreation opportunity

classes. The following indicators were chosen for this

case study:

Appearance of the environment on a constructed

to natural scale (evidence of human

modifications);

Density of use and human encounter levels;

Type and level of facilities;

Degree of management presence;

Type of access (three types of access:

motorized, nonmotorized, motorized with

restrictions) ; and

Remoteness from sights and sounds of humans

Using these six indicators and based on the

assumptions specified, resource attributes and culture
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of the users, the following six recreation opportunity

classes were developed and mapped for McDonald Forest.

CLASS I

Class I areas are developed recreation settings

where human modification of the environment and

frequent encounters with other parties are highly-

probable (Figure 1). They are not remote and feature

short walking trails, benches to rest and picnic

facilities. Facilities for convenience and information

are commonly found. Management presence is high in

these areas, with information provided onsite through

signs and contacts with forest staff. Motorized access

is acceptable, including paved, one lane roads. Forest

and vegetation may appear manicured, often appearing

park-like (may include exotic species). On a

constructed to natural scale, these areas are

considered highly modified with site design criteria

emphasizing educational and recreation benefits.
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1. APPEARANCE OF ENVIRONMENT L_.
natural

HUMAN ENCOUNTERS

FACILITY DEVELOPMENT

MANAGEMENT PRESENCE

TYPE OF MOTORIZED ACCESS

REMOTENESS

Figure 1. Class I setting indicators and criteria.

Class II

Class II areas are the places community residents

use to exercise and escape from work and home (Figure

2). Class II areas are somewhat modified from their

natural state. Runners like to refer to Nettleton

Loop, one of the Class II areas as the "aerobic blast".

These are places to run, hike, mountain bike or walk

the dog. The probability of human encounters is

moderate, with a higher proability of encountering

other parties near the parking areas and within one-

half mile of the locked gates.

INDICATORS CRITERIA

modified constructed
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Other indicator conditions for Class II areas are

easy access (parking available and the area is not far

from Corvallis), moderate management presence and few

facilities for visitor convenience and/or information.

Recreation travel is primarily on gravel roads which

provide a year-round surface for exercise. Motor

vehicles are seldom encountered because public use of

the roads is restricted to nonmotorized use. The- Class

II setting is a managed timber area where clearcuts and

landings for log loading are acceptable. Activities

focus more on the macro environment as people

concentrate on exercise, movement and the changing

landscape. These areas are not remote. Gated forest

roads with adjacent parking areas are located along

frequently travelled, paved roads which are within 20

minutes or less driving time from Corvallis.
INDICATORS CRITERIA

APPEARANCE OF ENVIRONMENT

HUMAN ENCOUNTERS

FACILITY DEVELOPMENT

MANAGEMENT PRESENCE

TYPE OF MOTORIZED ACCESS

REMOTENESS

Figure 2. Class II setting indicators and criteria.

I

remote not remote
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CLASS III

Class III areas are places to explore. They

provide for a wide range of activity opportunities

(Figure 3). Sights and sounds of human activities are

intermittent, there is a likely chance of encountering

other parties yet solitude can be found by avoiding the

popular areas and travel routes. Some Class III -areas

are within easy walking distance from parking areas and

homes, while other Class III areas may be more remote.

There is evidence of management presence in the

research projects, gravel roads, signs, trails and

managed, timber producing forest. Site modifications

such as clearcuts and heavy thinning are acceptable in

Class III areas. Hiking trails are very compatible in

these areas.

Class III areas may have cultural resources that -

are preserved and interpreted. Off-trail travel by

bike, horse and foot is possible. Motorized access is

limited to forest administration and management

traffic. Some facilities are acceptable, provided that

they blend well with the natural environment or have

cultural significance (e.g. a replica of a historic

barn or homestead). Exotic plants, such as fruit trees
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are appropriate if they are part of the cultural

history of the site.

INDICATORS CRITERIA

I I1. APPEARANCE OF ENVIRONMENT
natural modified constructed

HUMAN ENCOUNTERS

FACILITY DEVELOPMENT

MANAGEMENT PRESENCE

TYPE OF MOTORIZED ACCESS

REMOTENESS
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remote not remote

Figure 3. Class UI setting indicators and criteria.

CLASS IV

Class Iv areas are valued by recreationists for -

their aesthetic qualities (Figure 4). They are located

along the urban-forest interface or the "urban fringe".

They are places to pick berries, relax, walk slowly and

view the landscape from adjacent property. They are

places to view wildlife and areas for children to play.

Topeople living along the forest boundary, these are

their "extended backyards".

few many

none rustic modern

no presence high presence

nonmotorized restricted motorized



Class IV areas are modified for stand renewal and

fire safety but management presence is subtle.

Clearcuts of five acres or less are appropriate, as are

tree thinning projects. Large clearcuts are not

compatible in Class Iv areas. In general, the areas

appear natural with uneven aged trees and a mix of

species. There are no facilities provided and there

are few developed trails. Developed trails in these-

areas are designed to provide access from the forest

boundary into interior areas of McDonald Forest.

Trails which wind through Class IV areas are typically

designed for educational purposes, yet can be used for

low density recreation (small size groups). In

general, there is a very low probability of

encountering other people in these areas. Information

is provided offsite and there is very little management

presence.

Class IV areas are remote for general users

because they are located far from the main parking

areas and there are few trails or gravel roads which

lead from the parking lots into the Class IV areas.

For a few households which live adjacent to the forest

the Class IV areas are not remote but for the larger

population of forest users, these areas are quite
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remote. There are few gravel roads within these areas

and they are closed to vehicle traffic.

APPEARANCE OF ENVIRONMENT

HUMAN ENCOUNTERS

FACILITY DEVELOPMENT

MANAGEMENT PRESENCE

TYPE OF MOTORIZED ACCESS

REMOTENESS

natural

few

none

no presence

nonmotorizeci
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remote not remote

Figure 4. Class IV setting indicators and criteria.

CLASS V

Class V areas focus on the natural environment

(Figure 5). Motorized access is restricted to

administrative use only. There are some modifications

such as research project equipment, signs, trails and

gravel roads. There is moderate potential for human

encounters. Near parking areas and within one-half

mile of trailheads and gated roads, there is a higher

likelihood of meeting other parties. The areas are

somewhat remote with intermittant sights and sounds of

human activity.

modified constructed

many

rustic modern

high presence

restricted motorized

INDICATORS CRITERIA



These are the areas people use to relax, move

slowly through the environment, "enjoy nature",

identify plants, birdwatch and take photographs. Class

V areas are where artists sit to sketch and writers

seek inspiration.

Few facilities are provided other than trails and

signs. There is some management presence, typically in

the form of direction and forest information signs at

access points and some patrols by forest staff for

visitor contacts. Onsite interpretation is acceptable

in Class V areas, with interpretive site design being

sensitive to the outstanding scenic values of the

natural environment (e.g. , unobtrusive inteprpretive

signing in a stand of old growth). Vegetation is

natural as in riparian zones and old growth forests.

Clearcuts, young, even-aged plantations and heavy tree

thinning is not appropriate in Class V areas.
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APPEARANCE OF ENVIRONMENT

HUMAN ENCOUNTERS

FACILITY DEVELOPMENT

MANAGEMENT PRESENCE

TYPE OF MOTORIZED ACCESS

REMOTENESS

N DICATORS CRITERIA
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remote not remote

Figure 5. Class V setting indicators and criteria.

CLASS VI

Class VI areas are the places people seek for

challenge, discovery, independence and achievement

(Figure 6). They have the lowest level of management

presence on McDonald Forest. There are no recreation

facilities, no signs and few trails are maintained.

Sights and sounds of humans are infrequent. These

areas are far from Corvallis, making them the most

remote areas on McDonald Forest. Motorized access in

Class VI areas is restricted to administrative purposes

only (no public vehicle access)

natural modified constructed

I I

few many

none rustic modern

no presence high presence

nonmotorized restricted motorized



INDICATORS

Class VI areas are perfect settings for mountain

biking, distance running, strenuous hiking, hunting and

horse riding. Lack of management presence including

regulations, signs, directions and control is very

important at this end of the recreation opportunity

spectrum.

Because most users in Class VI areas move quickly

through the landscape, focusing on achievement, risk

and adventure, this opportunity class is very

compatible with timber management. Clearcutting, young

plantations, slash burning, rock pits (areas where rock

is extracted, typically to be used for road building)

and other humanmodjfications for the purposes of

consumptive resource uses and research are acceptable

in Class VI areas.

APPEARANCE OF ENVIRONMENT

HUMAN ENCOUNTERS

FACILITY DEVELOPMENT

MANAGEMENT PRESENCE

TYPE OF MOTORIZED ACCESS

REMOTENESS

natural

few

none

no presence

nonmotorized

CRITERIA

resificted

many

high presence

motorized
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remote not remote
Figure 6. Class VI setting indicators and criteria.
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Table 1. ROS Classes I and II

FOS CLSS
ciss SETTING CHARACTERISTICS

Class I

Class

-- very modified area: landscap-
ing. structures
--potential for frequent encoun-
ters with other parties
--high level of facility develop-
ment: retsrooms. signs. benches.
visitor 1mb center, picnic tables
--high level of management pres-
ence
--motorized access
--not remote, sights and sounds
of human activitly frequent
--easy access from populated ar-
eas

ii --somewhat modified area: tim-
ber stand mgt. (Inc. clearcuts
and heavy thinning), gravel
roads, some trails.
--occasslonal encounters with
other parties, fewer encounters
away from the parking areas
--few facilities
--moderate level of manage-
ment: directional signs, some
patrol
--restricted motorized access
--not remote, parking areas
close to populated areas

ACT WITLES

--picnicking
--walking
--group events
--guided tours
--natural and cultural

learning
--driving for pleasure
--plant identification

--walking
--hiking
--mountain biking
--photography
--berry picking
--horse riding
--wildlife viewing
--hunting

EXPERIENCES

--learning
--soclfflzation
--security
--visual gratification

--exercise
--achievement
--security
--relaxation

MANAGEMENT
GUIDELINES

--rustic to modern
recreation facilities

--info, provided on and off
site

--signing
--permanent occupancy

allowed
--management presence

obvious
--group facilities allowed
--vegetation often
manicured,exotjc species

--paved roads

--few recreation facilities
--Info, provided primarily

offslte
--management presence

observed In signing and
patrols, though moderate
level

--signs at access gates and
parking areas



Table 2. ROS Classes III and IV

Class Ifl
--some modifIcations, some

timber mgt.. preservation of
cultural resources, gravel
roads

--moderate encounters with
other people. medium
density use

--few facilities, only if they blend
with natural env. or cultural
history

--restricted motorized access
--some management presence
--some areas may be remote.
others near populated areas

Class 1V --slighity modified area;
visually sensitive timber
stand management. area
appears natural with eneven
aged trees and rnL'c of species

--few encounters with other
people

--very little management
presence

--rio motorized access
--very remote for the general
public. yet easy access for
people living along the forest
boundary

--hiking
--mountain biking
--jogging
--nature study: plant

identification.
wildlife observation

--photography
--environmental ed.
--off trail trail. Includ-

ing orienteering

--viewing forest from
home

--kids playing
--horse riding
--walking
--nature study
--jogging
--wildlife viewing
--wood cutting

--some solitude
--relaxation
--achievement
--discovery
--nature appreciation
--cultural and

natural history
learning

--nature
appreciation

--relaxation
--escape from

work and home
--extended back-

yard
--discovery
--easy access from

home
--sense of place.

view

--rustic facilities provided
--info provided on and off

site
--trails. signs and gravel

roads
--permanent occupancy

allowed
--no group facilities
--management presence

obvious In most places
--managed forest stands
--sensitivity to cultural

resources and views

--no facilities except trails
--no roads
--vegetation management

for safety and stand
renewal

--management presence
very subtle

--few signs

crss SETTING CHARACTERISTICS ACTIVITIES EXPERIENCES MANAGEMLENT
GUIDELINES



Table 3. ROS Classes V and VI

pos ©LASS.
cLss SETrING CHARACTERISTICS

Class V --no timber mgt. except for
removal of hazard trees

-- modification only for
research projects, signs, trails,
and gravel roads
potential for moderate
encounters with other humans

--few recreation facilities
--mgt. presence moderate but
subtle (few signs, some
personal contacts)

--restricted motorized access
--somewhat remote with

Intermittant sights and sounds
of human activities

--horse riding
--walking
--mountain biking
--nature study
--writing
--drawing
--photography
--picnicking

--nature focus,
nature apprecla-
tion

--relaxation
--security
--change from work
and home

MANAGEMENT
GUIDELINES

--few recreation
facilities provided:
some trails with rustic
signs

--Info provided on and off
site

--vegetation natural: ripar-
Ian zones and old growth

--setting managed for
people moving slowly
through the landscape

--no recreation facilities
except for a few
maintained trails, no

signs
--Info provided offsite
--management absent

except for managed
timber, gravel roads

--no permanent occupancy
--no group facilities
--forest managed for Umber
production and research

--setting managed for
people moving rapidly
through the landscape.
covering many miles

Class VI --area modified for timber --mountain biking --challenge
management (Including --horse riding --risk
clearcuts) --distance running --Independence

--low density use: Infrequent --biking --solitude
to few encounters with others --hunting --discovery

--no rec. facility development --freedom
-- little to no management

presence
--creativity

--restricted motorized access
--very remote, far from
popularly travelled areas

ACTIVITIES EXPERIENCES



Applying the Classes

When these recreation opportunity classes were

applied to McDonald Forest to inventory the existing

recreation setting conditions using the six setting

indicators, five recreation opportunity classes were

found. Class III currently is not provided on McDonald

Forest. Based on the inventory of setting conditions,

the majority of the forest provides Class II and Class

VI recreation opportunities (Figure 7). This mix of

recreation opportunities provided on McDonald Forest

will change with or without a recreation management

plan. Assuming that the current rate of timber harvest

and road building continues, without a recreation

management plan it is likely that the variety of

opportunities will decrease. Currently, there are

areas of the forest that provide distinctly different

recreation settings. Areas of the forest differ in the

mix of tree and shrub species, ages of the trees,

presence of trails and roads, types of convenience

facilities, signing and degree of management presence.

Without a recreation plan it is likely that all areas

of the forest would be managed similarly, with no

thought to providing a diversity of recreation settings

to meet a variety of demands for recreation experience

opportunities.
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Our resource suitibility, user preference

information and management assumptions suggest that a

variety of recreation opportunities is needed and with

a recreation management plan we can recommend how these

opportunities can be provided in concert with the

primary objectives for management of the forest. A

recreation management plan provides guided action to

assure a variety of recreation settings will continue

to be available on the forest.

Once an inventory of the existing ROS class

distributions was completed, the next step was to begin

the process of developing a desired future condition.

This is an allocative process regarding the appropriate

mix of recreation opportunity settings. The process

reflects an analysis of public values, needs and

demand, biological and physical capabilities and area

supply, and management assumptions and priorities. It

results in decisions regarding prescriptions to guide

management so that desired opportunities are provided

(Stankey et al 1983).
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A series of maps was drawn to visualize the

potential allocation of lands into the six recreation

opportunity classes. One of these allocations of the

forest for recreation opportunities was presented to

the McDonald Forest staff and is presented here to

illustrate application of the ROS in formulating a

desired future state for the forest (Figure 8). The

proposed ROS allocation reflects the best mix of

recreation opportunities considering management goals

and assumptions, consumer demand, resource capability

and suitibility of the resource to meet the demands.

The most notable changes in the ROS Class

allocations from the existing condition to the proposed

future condition are the amount and distribution of the

areas allocated to each ROS class and the addition of

large areas allocated to Class III. In some cases,

more recreation facility development and additional

management presence is proposed. In other cases, the

proposal recommends that there be fewer signs of human

modifications so that the area appears more natural.

Some areas of McDonald Forest would remain in their

existing ROS class, with the implication that
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management will retain conditions of the indicators

essentially as they are now.

Table 4. Comparison of ROS classes by acreage

Figure 8 shows the proposed recreation opportunity

allocation for McDonald Forest. Figure 10 shows the

additional activities which would be provided as a

result of this new allocation. All six classes would

be represented on the forest and opportunities for many

desired recreation activities in appropriate settings

would be available. With this scheme, and information

about it available to recreationists, recreation

opportunties would be enhanced and minimal impact on

the research, education and timber harvest objectives

of the forest would occur.
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ROS Class Existing Situation Proposed Allocation Change

Class I 550 acres 600 acres i + 50
I I

Class II 2750 acres 1800 acres -950
I I

Class Ill no existing I l950acres '+1950

Class IV 700 acres 1 700 acres i same

Class V 700 acres 650 acres -50
I I

Class VI 2300 acres 1300 acres - 1000
I I
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Under the proposed ROS class allocation a wide

range of experience opportunities will be available

including the following: learning more about the

environment and university research, group

socialization, physical exercise, tranquility, escape

from everyday life, achievement, physical challenge,

spectacular views, relaxation, nature appreciation,

solitude, risk, creativity and security.

The proposal reflects opportunities for people to

engage in a wide range of activities, determined from

the consumer surveys to be in demand. Some examples of

the activity opportunities which will be available

include running, walking, plant and animal

identification, cultural learning, sketching, viewing

nature, picnicking, hunting, sightseeing, photography,

group events and berry picking. There are facilities

proposed for some ROS classes which would be necessary

to meet demand for specific activities. These include

a museum or nature center, picnic areas, hiking trails,

trails for mountain biking, horse trails and

interpretive and directional signs.

There are some activities in high demand that will

not be provided on McDonald Forest under this proposal.

Swimming and fishing are in high demand but McDonald
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Forest lacks the necessary water resource for these

activities. Driving for pleasure is a popular activity

among Corvallis area households, yet only two areas of

the forest are allocated to Class I. An overwhelming

majdrity (ninety-eight percent) of current forest users

stated that the forest should remained closed to

unauthorized vehicles. In summary, McDonald Forest

lacks the resouces necessary to provide settings for

people to engage in some popular outdoor recreation

activities. In other cases, some activities are

inappropriate based on a review of the management goals

of the forest or are in direct conflict with other,

more compatible recreation opportunities.

Indicators and conditions were included for each

opportunity class to provide guidelines for recreation

management decisions. The indicators and conditions

are described in qualitative, rather than rigid

quantitative terms. The ROS classes were presented

this way to provide an easy to understand, mental

picture of how each setting would be managed. This

proposal is a rough allocation of the six ROS classes

and a more precise allocation can be made only after

standards are determined for each class. The general

descriptions for the Ros classes allow the flexibility

necessary for this to be a politically viable proposal.
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Once the proposal is adopted, the next step is to

work with a team of resource specialists to develop

quantitative standards for the indicators in each ROS

class. The recreation plan provides the framework for

reaching consensus on multiple resource allocation

decisions, yet specific standards are necessary to

implement the plan and to monitor and evaluate the

attainment of management objectives. The need for

greater specificity in the criteria (e.g. quantitative

standards) will become more apparent as the recreation

plan is implemented at the site specific and project

levels. Site specific prescriptions will need to meet

the standards for the particular ROS class allocations.
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DISCUSSION

Managing near-urban forests is a challenge because

people living nearby care about these places and often

express their concerns. The McDonald Forest case study

presents a proposal for providing an array of outdoor

recreation opportunities. It focuses on understanding

the values forest neighbors and local community

residents have for the nearby forest, thus creating a

fit between the people and the environment.

It is not surprising that the management of near-

urban forests are under increasing scrutiny. There are

growing demands for amenities and noncommodity values

dealing with wildlife, aesthetic beauty, recreation,

open space and existence of resources. People become

fond of and depend upon these near-urban wildland

places to fulfill their needs.

Studies on environment and preference have

consistently found strong relationships between

proximity, familiarity and preference (Golledge and

Rayner 1982, Kaplan and Kaplan 1989). Gould and White

(1986, p.22) note "We know more about areas close to

us, and they tend to become much more important than

others which we know little. Our emotional involvement
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with other places change quite markedly with our

subjective estimates of how far places are away from

us".

Familiarity is not a simple predictor of

preference (Kaplan and Kaplan 1989) but "familiarity

often breeds affection when it does not breed contempt"

(Tuan 1974, p.99). To ,illustrate how people tend to

become attached to familiar things, Yi-Fu Tuan uses the

example of a pair of old, worn slippers that may look

rather moldy to an outsider. People become attached to

clothing, the most personal of one's belongings.

Beyond clothing, people may over time, invest bits of

their emotional life in their home, neighborhood or

nearby places which they visit to seek psychological

refreshment.

Proximate geographic residence and public concern

over forest management was also examined in a study on

people who protest timber harvests in California

(Fortmann 1987). From 1977 to 1985 there were higher

rates of protest in urbanized counties
( those with

populations over 50,000 and populations densities

greater than 1,000 per square mile) then in more rural

counties. The study found that the vast majority of

protestors were neighbors (people who lived near the
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logging site and would be directly affected by the

logging). The forest neighbor study indicates that

people can become dissatisfied with nearby forest

management actions and that forest neighbors believe

that they should have a major influence over management

decisions. Author of the study, Louise Fortmann, says

that the message being sent through protest letters,

law suits and community mobility is "ask us". The

study concludes one result of urbanization is "that

meeting the concerns of neighbors must become an

institutionalized part of forest management" (Fortmann

1987, p. 57).

The resu1tsof the surveys conducted for the

McDonald Forest recreation plan and other near-urban

forest studies confirm the idea that the near-urban

forest is often a special place for people who live

nearby. Urbanization is occurring in many rural areas

and land managers are changing the mix of benefits

provided on public lands in response to changing values

expressed by society (Behan 1988, Fortmann 1987,

Kennedy 1985, Bradley 1984, Healy 1984). What are some

of the emerging values society places on near-urban

forest land and how does the ROS help in planning and

managing lands to provide some of these values?
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Forest Values

Forest values originate in society and are

expressed to forest managers (Kennedy 1985). For the

last two centuries, the social needs of forests in the

western world were predominantly utilitarian, with the

focus of management being on resource things (e.g.,

objects like trees or game animals) . As areas haye

become more urbanized, there have been emerging public

interest and values placed on amenities and

noncominodities. These values were often assumed to be

too vague and highly individualized for explicit

consideration in planning and management decisions, yet

much environmental legislation over the last twenty

years has mandated that recreation and related amenity

values be considered more fully in decisions involving

allocation of public resources (Driver and Brown 1983).

Studies have identified and described some aspects

of amenity value such as recreation, visual quality and

nongarne wildlife. These are important components of

amenity value but they are fragments of the overall

picture (Bloniberg 1982). For example, through studies

onpreferences and behaviors of forest users we know

that McDonald Forest is valued by many Corvallis

residents as a place to escape from work, relax, find
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challenge or seek solitude. We also know that some

people do not visit the forest, yet benefit from

knowing that it is nearby and available. Similar

studies have concluded that "satisfaction can be more

closely related to perceived availability of a setting

than to its use" (Kaplan and Kaplan 1989, p. 155). An

example of this existence value was expressed by

McDonald Forest neighbors who reported never venturiç:

into McDonald Forest, but claimed that they "enjoyed

knowing it was there", referring to it as their

"extended backyard".

Another value is the symbolic value of the forest.

Specific environments have been isolated as having

special significance to many people. Lowenthal says

"we need to identify and study the range of response to

key symbolic landscapes that perennially catch

attention of mankind and that seem to stand for,

reflect, or incorporate the meaning and purpose of life

itself" (l967,p.2). Examples of such landscapes are

wilderness (Lowenthal 1967) and tropical islands,

forests, deserts and mountains (Tuan 1967). These

symbolic values originate within our social/cultural

system and are based on human needs (Kennedy 1985)
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Similar to the symbolic values of landscapes, for

some people, specific places have meaning or symbolic

value. For some people, the nearby forest (usually a

specific place within the forest) is valued because of

the emotions and associations one attaches to the place

(Ittelson et al 1976). In this way, places within the

forest have meaning or value for the individual.

Learning more about a particular place can provide

deepening appreciation and understanding (Kaplan and

Kaplan 1989). Tuan (1974) found that appreciation of a

place is more personal and longer lasting when mixed

with scientific curiosity. An example of this are the

individuals who visited McDonald Forest to seek a

specific plant species. Some people reported making

special trips to a specific place in the forest at a

specific time of year to observe the flowers of one

plant.

For other people, the nearby forest provides

spiritual renewal. This mystic relationship with the

forest is sometimes referred to as a merging of self

with environment (DeVall 1988). The forest becomes a

component of the individual's self-identity. Some cite

the benefit of the forest in providing a reminder of

our "interconnectedness with nature". For example, in

a letter to the editor of the Corvallis Gazette Times,
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a McDonald Forest neighbor and artist expresses that

tithere is an aesthetic to the forest which can soothe

man as much as its wood can warm and shelter him"

(Buchanan 1990). The values which some people hold for

the nearby forest are difficult to quantify, yet they

are increasingly expressed in debate over the

management of near-urban forests.

ROS and the Near-Urban Forest

"People pay attention to those aspects of the

environment that command awe, or promise support

and fulfillment in the context of their lives'

purposes" (Tuan 1974, p. 120).

In the case of the near-urban forest, where land

managers are being prompted by the concerns of a

growing urban contingency to provide different mixes of

benefits, there is a need for an approach to land use

planning and management which deals with the

multiplicity of values expressed by the urban

population.

In the area of recreation, the ROS is a planning

and management framework which focuses on the

experiences people seek from recreation and how
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settings can be managed for a variety of opportunities

to fulfill the values of a diverse population. The ROS

is useful in the near-urban forest because it is an

approach which centers on the fit between people and

their environment. Through gathering information on

behaviors, needs, preferences and perceptions relating

to outdoor recreation in the near-urban forest,

managers begin to identify some components of amenity-i

value which are often at the heart of debates over

near-urban forest management. Then, to inventory the

resource relative to information about preferences and

behavior and to explore what exists and might exist

allows development of plans responsive to recreationist

desires.

The ROS allows us to think beyond managing

physical things to looking at the values people hold

for these things. The ROS is a process of seeking

professionally sound information about the people and

the place so that forest recreation alternatives can

reflect a variety of values. Thus, it is a framework

which clearly fits the needs of near-urban forests

whose neighbors see the forest as a special place and

who express a multiplicity of values about the forest.
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